The Amazing Story Machine

A work-in-progress showing by Doppelskope
September 7, 2018

Puppetry at the Carriage House
Thank you for coming, we’re excited to have featured two artists this season. P.A.T.C.H. Artist-in-Residence work-in-progress presentations will resume in the Spring. Stay tuned.
The Amazing Story Machine

The Grimm family is on the verge of presenting their amazing new Story Machine, which runs on steam and dreams and promises to revolutionize how stories are told and how people connect. When their fabulous new machine malfunctions, they must invent a new way of storytelling on the spot, which they do using puppets, and with help from the audience.

Cast:
Ora Fruchter
Christopher Scheer
Caroline Lux

Live Music - Eléonore Weill
Production Assistnt - Elizabeth Dapo

DIRECTORS NOTE:
Doppelskope creates highly visual and interactive performances that explore topics from existential dread to ecological crises through comedy. We believe that the stories we tell about the world can change the world. Our shows celebrate life and inspire connection, discovery and community. www.doppelskope.com

The Amazing Story Machine will be presented this October by The Tank, a home for emerging artists. Shows on Saturdays and Sundays starting October 6 - find the full schedule at: http://www.thetanknyc.org/

This presentation has been made possible through funding and support by The Jane Henson Foundation, Heather Henson, The Jim Henson Foundation, The Tank, and Materials for the Arts.